1. Introduction. In this paper another proof is given of some results obtained by Sanov (see [3] ).
Let £= \u, v) be a free group generated by u and v. Let Let (u, v, 0)=m, (u, v, 1) = (u, v), (u, v, n) = ((u, v, n -l), v). Then
Sanov [3] proved that
(1 • 1) (u, v, apa -I)**-" G F(p»)Fapa+i, ß, a = 1, 2, • • ■ where p is a prime. In this paper, (1.1) is proved for the cases a= 1, 2; ß arbitrary. A slight generalization of these results is also proved. Sanov's proof involved an investigation of ideals in a Lie Ring. In this paper, Hall's Collection Process will be used. The method also yields other formulas, e.g.
(1.2) (u,v,p2-\y-leF2p^pF(p*),
and can be used to produce numerous formulas of a similar nature. The author hopes that some of these formulas and/or the method may be of use in solving other group-theoretic problems. The author was unable to use the method to prove (1.1) for a = 3.
Note that for a = j3=l, (1.1) becomes
(1.4) plays an important role in the theory of the Restricted Burnside Problem.
2. Preliminary results. Throughout this paper, p will stand for a prime, and a, ß for non-negative integers.
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where U is a product of commutators, each of which contains at least 2 of the Xi and at least one x.
Proof. Use induction on n and the well-known formula
(See e.g. Note that the p<, w,-, x,-of (2.12) are different from those of (2.10).
Using the same letters to designate different commutators will be done frequently in the subsequent argument to maintain uniformity of notation.
Replace u by {u, v, n) on both sides of (2.12). This proves where w,-, x< are regular commutators, WiÇzF2pi-p, x¿G£P<+j>s-P which proves (1.2) and is a slight generalization of (1.2).
3. Theorems.
Theorem 3.1.
Proof. The proof for the case j3=l given in [l, p. 327] goes through, mutatis mutandis, replacing p& by p. Equation (2.10) of this paper plays the role of (18.4.9) in [l, p. 327].
If one uses (2.12), the above proof for (3.1), the fact that any commutator can be written as a product of basic (or regular commutators), and Lemma 2.4, and the device used in going from (2.10) to (2.12), one obtains,
TT ^_1rr *"~2 TT »"~l f A»fJ\* = 11 "< 11 Wi ■ • ■ 11 xi ■ ■ ■ (mod F(P ))
where i>¿G£P+i and contains at least 2 m's, w¿G£p2, XiG£P<; Vi, w¿, x¿ regular commutators.
(The Pí, w<, x¿ may be scattered among each other.) (3.2) is a slight generalization of (3.1).
Theorem 3.2. , it contains at least 2 u's, w,GFp3. Use the same device that obtained (2.12) from (2.10): this means that one can assume in (3.6) that all Vi contain at least two w's. Replace u by {u, v, n) on both sides of (3.6) :
where !)¡GFp!+2n, w¿GFp3+"; vit w¡ are regular commutators and may be scattered among each other.
Put the right hand side of (3.7) wherever {u, v, p2 -l+w)p3_1 appears on the right hand side of (3.5). This means one can assume that all Vi contain at least two u's. Now apply Lemma 2.6 with k = p. This means one can assume each Vi contains at least (£ + 1) w's. Replace u by («, v, p) on both sides of (3.5). This gives where w,-, x¿ are regular commutators, w<GF2p2+i, x¿GFj,<+3)2. This is sufficient to prove (3.3). Note that by using the same device used in going from (2.10) to (2.12), one can assume that each Wi of (3.8) contains at least two u's. (3.8) is a slight generalization of Theorem 3.2. Starting with (3.6) and using the same device used in going from (2.12) to (2.14) to (2.15), one obtains («, v, p* -l)"^1 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) TT ^"2TT p3~3 TT ^_t t a vfJ\\ -11 vi 11 wi ■ ■ • 11 xi ' " ' (mod F{p ))
where Vi, wit x, are regular commutators (which may be scattered among each other), ^,GF2ps_p2, WiÇiFpi+^z-pï), Xi<E.Fpt+(ps-pi-) which gives (1.3), for a = 2. (1.3) can be proved similarly.
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